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RECEIVED
IN THE UNITED STATES(PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE CENTRAL FAX CENTER

Examiner: TING ZHOU ^EC 1 6 2005

Group Art: 2173In re Application of: DIMITROVA et al

Serial No.: 09/866,394

Filed: May 25, 2001

For: COMPACT VISUAL SUMMARIES
SUPERHISTOGRAMSAND
SIGNATURES

Mail Stop Appeal Brief-Patents

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 223 13-1450

REPLY BRIEF

SIR:

This Reply Brief is being filed

presented in the Examiner's Answer (th<

Appeal Brief filed on Jury 28, 2005.

In section 9 ofthe Examiner's Answer,

claims 1-5, 7-15, 17-24, 26-33 and 35-38

Video Representation" by Dimitrova (Diriitri

(Wang). Appellants respectfully disagree

Referring to Wang on page 4 ofthp

"Wang et a), further

images from each group

visual summary of the

sequence by taking one

related scenes with similar

the set to enable the

sequence images) (Wang

2, lines 1-24)"

user

At

I hereby certify th&t ibis corrcspoodcroe is being

fkesinrik; transmitted to the U_S_ Patent and

Trademark Office at die telephone number
on

Dfteomher . ... _
(Dm of D&po&ii)

YbriKateshov

Signature

DateofSignature

under 37 CF.R. §4L41(l)(a) to address arguments

EA) mailed on October 21, 2005 in response to the

, the Examiner reiterates his rejection of appealed

over the article entitled "Color SuperHistograms for

ova) in view ofU.S. Patent 5,805,733 to Wang

EA, the Examiner asserts that

teach selecting representative keyframe

of related scenes to create a compact

video material (summarizing a video

representative frame from each set of

average color histograms, to represent

to view a larger sampling of video

al.: column 1, lines 51-67 and column
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Based on the above quoted passagf, the Examiner concludes that a combination ofWang

and Dimitrova teaches that

"the representative i\

each family histogram,

superhistogram, a
closest to the cluster centetf

as recited in each o:

inaged include at least one ofthefirst image in

the most meaningful image in each

randomly chosen image and an image that is

(Wang et al; column 3, lines 37-66)",

independent claims 1, 11,21, and 30.>fappealed

simple

i sceie

numbers 1

corresi

right

scenes.

small]

The Examiner is incorrect, at

Wang teaches extracting a sequence

histogram for each frame F, Using a si

first and last frame histogram for each

determined "from difference in frame

Wang column 4, lines 9-35.

The term "scene" used by Wang

by Dimitrova. See Dimitrova, page 3 14, ri

use the same terminology as Dimitrova.

Having identified a plurality of

"consolidating the video sequence into a

corresponds to Dimitrova's 'superhistogram

To select representative keyframe

1. "the temporarily medial scene

57-59 and column 6, lines 15-17; or

2, "the longest scene (fam

(emphasis added)

In contrast, each independent claim

representative images "include at least one

(5) a randomly chosen image" Consequently,

Examiner, neither teaches nor suggests

and (3) techniques, as recited in appealed i

Appellants, thus, propose to amenc

Proposed Claim Appendix. Briefly, each

least[partly, with all due respect for the following reasons,

offrame signatures F and generating a color

computation technique, Wang teaches identifying a

M_ Finally, the time duration of each scene M is

between the first and last frames ofa scene," See

! in

ponds to the term "family histogram" as disclosed

column, first full paragraph. The appealed claims

i, column 3, lines 52-64 ofWang further discloses

number ofscenes" or sets7 each ofwhich

7
Id,

i mages, Wang suggests selecting

the set (superhistogram)"; See Wang, column 3, line

ily histogram)". See Wang, columns 3:59-62 and 6; 17-19.

1,11,21, and 30 of the present invention recites the

of(1) thefirst image in eachfamily histogram, ...

, the combination of references, as cited by the

selecting a representative image by using one of the (1)

dependent claims 1, 1 l s 21 and 30.

independent claims 1, 11,21 and 30 as indicated in

&fthe independent claims, as amended, recites that

mc
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the representative images i

family histogram, (2) tho j

(3) and a randomly chosen

cluster cantor
"

In addition, Appellants propose to a|dd

from each independent claim.

include at least one of<4) the first image in each

^K^- meaningful imago in cooh flupcrhistogram,

CONCLUSION

Based on all of the above, withdraN^al

that no new issue has been introduced into

search is needed.

Should the Examiner have any

Examiner is respectfully requested to telephone

resolution ofany outstanding issues.

No additional fees are presently required.

comments,

Dated: December 16,2005

*SMtfoidsn^s * [amimmwwdmmi sooqiuzl iv oaoh ,ow*39Vd
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image (3) and an image that is closest to the

dependent claims reciting the subject matter removed

of the final rejection is respectfully solicited. Note

appealed claims as proposed, and, therefore, no new

questions, suggestions or objections, the

the undersigned in order to facilitate reaching a

Respectfully submitted,

By.

Yuri Kateshov, Reg. No. 34,466

718-637-6027

Attorney for Applicants
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PROPOSED CLAIM APPENDIX

1 . (Currently Amended) For use in a

summaries of video material, an apparatus

video material, said apparatus (130, 200)

a visual summary controller (130(,

material;

wherein said visual summary

signatures from said keyframes, and

superhistograms from said keyframes,

superhistograms to select representative

compact visual summary of said video

wherein said representative images

family histogram, (2) the most meaning

iystem (100) capable ofcreating visual

(130, 200) for creating a compact visual summary of

comprising:

200) capable of receiving keyframes of said video

controller (130, 200) is capable of extracting frame

capable of using said frame signatures to create

capable of using said frame signatures and said

keyframe images for each superhistogram to create a

material,

chosen image, and (4) on image that is clo seat to the cluster cento?.

2. (Original) The apparatus (130, 200)

controller (130, 200) is capable of filterin g

said filtered keyframes before using said

create a compact visual summary of said video

200)3 . (Original) The apparatus ( 1 30,

controller (130, 200) is capable of creatinjg

by using said superhistograms to cluster

keyframe from said clustered keyframes to

4, (Original) The apparatus (130,

is a histogram.

200)5. (Original) The apparatus (130,

for clustering is equal to a histogram d

include at least one of Q$ the first image in each

imago in each ouporfaistograHV (3) and a randomly

as claimed in Claim 1 wherein said visual summary

said keyframes and extracting frame signatures from

frame signatures to create said superhistograms to

material.

as claimed in Claim 2 wherein said visual summary

said compact visual summary of said video material

filtered keyframes, and by adding a representative

said compact visual summary of said video material.

said

as claimed in Claim 3 wherein the distance measure

fference calculated by one of: LI distance measure

CD
rn
co

20<{>) as claimed in Claim 2 wherein said frame signature ^
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method, L2 distance measure method, hiitogram intersection method, Chi Square test method,

and bin-wise histogram intersection methqd.

6. (Cancelled)

7. (Original) The apparatus (130, 200)

controller (130, 200) is capable ofselecting

visual summary ofsaid video material.

as claimed in Claim 5 wherein said visual summary

a family histogram to use to create said compact

8. (Original) The apparatus (130, 20C() as claimed in Claim 1 wherein said visual summary

controller (130, 200) further comprises:

a visual summary retrieval module (180)

in a memory unit (120) and causing said

a user request.

capable of retrieving a compact visual summary stored

compact visual summary to be displayed in response to

9. (Original) The apparatus (130, 200) as claimed in Claim 3 wherein said visual summary

controller (130, 200) is capable of using said compact visual summary to access at least one

portion of said video material.

1 0, (Original) The apparatus ( 130s 200

)

controller (130, 200) is capable ofusing said

material,

(100)

as claimed in Claim 3 wherein said visual summary

compact visual summary to create new video

capable ofcreating visual summaries of video

apparatus (130, 200) for creating a compact visual

(130 7 200) comprising:

00) capable of receiving keyframes of said video

1 1 . (Currently amended) A system

material, said system (100) comprising an

summary ofvideo material, said apparatus

a visual summary controller (130,

material;

wherein said visual summary conujoller (130, 200) is capable of extracting frame

CDm
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1 capablesignatures from said keyframes, and

superhistograms from said keyframes, anc

superhistograms to select representative

compact visual summary of said video

wherein said representative

family histogram, (2) the most mconinj

chosen image, and (4) an imago that is

ofusing said frame signatures to create

capable of using said frame signatures and said

keyframe images for each superhistogram to create a

material

images

12. (Original) The system (100) as

controller (130, 200) is capable of filtering

said filtered keyframes before using said

create a compact visual summary of said

^/9-jyXJ3-OidSn:HAS,[BUJ!i pjepimjs iuwd lAld 9W SHQtlffL IV 0A3H «0II£ 39Vd
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include at least one of (4} the first image in each

imago in each auporhiotogranv^) and a randomly

ele jest to tho cluster center.

claimed in Claim 1 1 wherein said visual summary

said keyframes and extracting frame signatures from

frame signatures to create said superhistograms to

video material.

13. (Original) The system (100) as claimed in Claim 12 wherein said visual summary

controller (130, 200) is capable of creating ; said compact visual summary of said video material

by using said superhistograms to cluster ssdd filtered keyframes, and by adding a representative

keyframe from said clustered keyframes to said compact visual summary of said video material.

14. (Original) The system (100) as cl

histogram.

15. (Original) The system (1 00) as

clustering is equal to a histogram difference

L2 distance measure method, histogram i

wise histogram intersection method

16. (Cancelled)

claimed in Claim 1 3 wherein the distance measure for

calculated by one of: LI distance measure method,

intersection method, Chi Square test method, and bin-

aimed in Claim 12 wherein said frame signature is a
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system

; instructions

30. (Currently amended) For me in a

video material, computer-executable

(125) for creating a compact visual summary

instructions comprising the steps of:

receiving in a visual summary

extracting frame signatures from said

using said frame signatures to creat^

using said frame signatures and said suj

for each superhistogram to create a compadt

wherein said representative image*

family histogram, (2) the most moaninj

chosen image, and (1) on imago that is closfeat-

31, (Original) The computer-executabl

medium (125) as claimed in Claim 30

filtering said keyframes received in said

extracting frame signatures from said

create said superhistograms to create a

[filtered

• 53/g-jax=ra-oidsn:yAs * [ammm mm \mm\ iv oaoh *om aovd
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(100) capable of creating visual summaries of

stored on a computer-readable storage medium

of video material, the computer-executable

contr oiler (130, 200) keyframes of said video material;

[keyframes;

superhistograms from said keyframes; and

iperhjistograms to select representative keyframe images

visual summary of said video material,

include at least one of ft) the first image in each

imago in each superhistogram,-^ and a randomly

to tho duster center.

i instructions stored on a computer-readable storage

furthjer comprising the step of:

visual summary controller (130, 200); and

keyframes before using said frame signatures to

visual summary of said video material.compact'

32. (Original) The computer-executable instructions stored on a computer-readable storage

medium (125) as claimed in Claim 31 further comprising the steps of:

using said histograms to cluster said filtered keyframes; and

adding a representative keyframe from said clustered keyframes to said compact visual summary

of said video material.

33 . (Original) The computer-executabk

:

medium (125) as claimed in Claim 32

histogram difference calculated by one of:

method, histogram intersection method,

intersection method.

instructions stored on a computer-readable storage

wherein the distance measure for clustering is equal to a

1 distance measure method, L2 distance measure

Square test method, and bin-wise histogramChi
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34. (Cancelled)

35. (Original) The oomputer-executablo

medium (125) as claimed in Claim 34

selecting a family histogram to use to create

instructions stored on a computer-readable storage

further comprising the step of:

said compact visual summary of said video material.

36. (Original) The computer-executablf

medium (125) as claimed in Claim 30

retrieving a compact visual summary store*

and causing said compact visual summary

instructions stored on a computer-readable storage

further comprising the steps of:

in a memory unit (1 20);

be displayed in response to a user requestto!

37. (Original) The computer-executable

medium (125) as claimed in Claim 32

causing said visual summary controller

at least one portion of said video material.

(130:

38. (Original) The computer-executabk

:

medium (125) as claimed in Claim 32 further

causing said visual summary controller (1

new video material

39. (new) The apparatus (130, 200)

images further include ay least one of the

image that is closest to the cluster center.

40. (new) The system (100) as

further include ay least one of the most

that is closest to the cluster center.

* SZ»-dHX90idSnilA8iNiWIS waisea] [Aid9TO mVMi IV 0A3H * 01/6 39Vd
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instructions stored on a computer-readable storage

sr comprising the step of:

, 200) to use said compact visual summary to access

instructions stored on a computer-readable storage

comprising the step of:

0, 200) to use said compact visual summary to create

as claimed in Claim 1, wherein said representative

most meaningful image in each superhistogram and an

clainfcd in Claim 11, wherein said representative images

meaningful image in each superhistogram and an image
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41. (new) The method as claimed in

include ay least one of the most meaninj

closest to the cluster center.

Claim 21, wherein said representative images further

image in each superhistogram and an image that i$gfiil

42. (new) The computer executable

medium (125) as claimed in Claim 30,

least one of the most meaningful image in

the cluster center.

instructions stored on a computer-readable storage

wherein said representative images further include ay

each superhistogram and an image that is closest to
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